
Worbla Pearly Art 
The next member of the Worbla family is Worbla’s Pearly Art. Pearly Art is a sister product to Worbla’s Black 
Art, with the smoothest finish available in Worbla products, a white color to make pattern marking easier, and a 
stronger adhesive to make joining pieces simpler. Pearly Art is excellent for projects with minimal priming for a 
smooth finish, fine sculptural details, and frosted light effects. 
 
Activating temperature: 

- Pearly Art activates between 80-90 °C / 175-195 °F.  
- Non-toxic and skin safe and can be shaped by hand without requiring special safety gear.  
- Important: Heat-activated plastics such as Worbla Pearly Art cannot be left in your car, the shed, 

or stored next to your radiator. (A car can reach an indoor temp of 80C in the sun, for example.) 
 
Tools: 

- You can use a heat gun, or hot hair dryer to activate Worbla Pearly Art. 
- We recommend working on a heat-proof surface such as a wooden cutting board. 
- Cut with household scissors when Pearly Art is cold or warmed up. 
- When working with Worbla, use a silicone sheet or parchment paper to prevent Worbla from sticking to 

your work surface. 
- Soldering irons and heat pens/tools can be used to create details, but as with any thermoplastics, 

please make use of a professional respirator and safety goggles, as the smoke produced is 
toxic to inhale. 

- Wooden sculpting tools work great to create details and objects.  
 
Priming and Painting: 

- Pearly Art can be painted with just about any paint, wax or finish. Pearly Art has a very fine and smooth 
texture when worked and you may choose to leave it unprimed before painting it, or prime it with 
products such as Flexbond, gesso, or PVA glue. 

 
Other Great Tips! 

- Pearly Art can take complex curves without requiring a vacuform, and is self-adhesive when activated – 
meaning that glues are not required to join pieces. 

- Avoid overworking the plastic, as that increases the amount of grain and texture in your piece 
- Pearly Art is great for molding! Press warm Pearly Art into silicone molds to get multiple pieces for your 

projects.  
- You can sculpt over/cover cardboard, foam core, wood, EVA foam, blue or pink insulation foam, etc to 

achieve desired shapes, as well as free-form it over shapes 
- Pearly Art does not have a underlying structure like Worbla Mesh Art or Wonderflex, so keep an eye 

out for overstretching or tearing while working it on to foam pieces.  
- The adhesive glue is activated at a lower temperature, which means it’s able to stick to foam bases 

easier without overheating your piece 
- Worbla Pearly Art doesn’t take on a sheen like other Worbla plastics when activated 

  
 

Purchase Worbla Pearly Art and other thermoplastics at www.ardawigscanada.ca 


